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Paralell to activities of the XII SELPER international symposium held in Cartagena de
Indias the 29 of September 2006, it was celebrated the 3rd workshop of the AQL 2004
project. The main purpose of the meeting was to present final results with the last
adjustments to the methodology and final validation procedures. Each participant
explained their work and discussed with the others members the advantages and
disadvantages of the applied methodologies. For these purposes the meeting was
divided in four sections: 1) MODIS database, 2) Final Classification Criteria, 3) Global
and Regional Products, and 4) the future of “Redlatif”.

1) MODIS database
The first section started with the presentation of the possible source of errors associated
to use 32 days composite MODIS data. It was remarked the problems with Water
masks, Duplicated pixels (evident in abrupt change areas like lake borders or irrigated

areas), Cloud masks (a solution in the most part of the area but a problem in extremely
cloudy areas like Venezuela), and Relief (principally the effect of shadows). Final
recommendations and results were discussed on these topics.

2) Final Classification Criteria
In this section it was presented the final version of the criteria used for the global
classification of burned area. It included the calibrated algorithms with the new
thresholds (BAI > 98, NBR > 0, ∆BAI > 1.74 and ∆NBR> 0.05), the final parameters
for the fuel mask and the exclusion of the cloud mask on the preprocessing routine.

3) Global and Regional Products
The global procedure detected a global burnt area of 158.556 km2 for Southamerica,
which was in accordance with other results obtained in other projects covering the same
area (Grégoire et al., 2003; Tansey et al., 2004)

After the global presentation, each regional participant presented the experiences
obtained in the different areas, focusing principally in the errors associated to the
classification procedure. Validation strategies were defined and discussed.

4) Redlatif Future
It was defined the 30th October as the final date for the generation of the global product.
It was decided the incorporation of a new validation procedure using MODIS hot spot
databases.
At the end of the meeting, Dr. Carlos M. Di Bella.was elected as new coordinator of the
RedLaTIF.

